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Four Traumatic Events in Prague's Jewish Community
in the 16th century as seen through the eyes ofDavid Gans,

the author of The Hebrew Chronicle from Prague,
and Joseph ha-Kohen

By Abraham David*

Abstract

Thefollowing article analyses the reports given by the three 16,h/17th century Jewish historians

(mentioned above in the title) on (a) the expulsion of theJewsfrom Bohemia in 1541/2, (b) an
edict issued in 1559 to expel the Jewsfrom Bohemia a second time, (c) the conflagration in the

Jewish quarter ofPrague that occurred on June 22nd, 1559, and (d) the confiscation ofJewish
books in Praguefollowing a decree issued in 1560.

The historiographical work in nas "IDD (Sefer tsemah David) by David b. Shelo-

mo Gans (1541—1613) is well known to the Hebrew reader and available in
numerous Hebrew printed editions, beginning with its editioprinceps, which
appeared in Prague in 1592. The most recent critical edition of this book
has been published by Mordechai Breuer (1918—2007).1 Furthermore, several

scholars have researched this work from various perspectives.2 Tsemah

* Dr Abraham David, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, 89/4 Derekh Hebron, Jeru¬
salem 93390, Israel; abraham.david@mail.huji.ac.il. - I would like to express
my gratitude to my good friends Rabbi Aron and Mrs. Perl Borow who helped
me translating some sources into English. The article is based on my lecture:
Between Tsemah David and the Hebrew Anonymous Chroniclefrom Prague on the Jewish

Life in Prague in the 16"' Century, delivered at an International Conference on
David Gans (1541 -1613) after Tour centuries: The Legacy of an Early Modern Jewish

Polymath, which was held in Prague, May 27-29, 2013.

1 Mordechai Breuer (ed.), (1592-n":iE> ixia) im m mi m rrax idd, Jerusalem
1983.

2 E.g., Mordechai Breuer, "hkj m3 "m nan" 3© vnima," in: psan (1Ha-Ma'yan)
5 (1965), pp. 15-27; Mordechai Breuer, "m rroï" 3sn m m h imari amp,
in: irix in (Bar-Han) 11 (1973), pp. 97-118; MORDECHAI BREUER, "Modernism
and Traditionalism in Sixteenth-Centuryjewish Historiography: A Study of David

Gans' Tzemah David," in: BERNARD DOV COOPERMAN (ed.), Jewish Thought
in the Sixteenth Century, Cambridge (Mass.) 1983, pp. 49-88; JlRlNA SEDINOVÂ,

"Non-Jewish Sources in the Chronicle by David Gans 'Tsemah David'," in:
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David is compiled as some annals are in chronological order and divided
into two parts. The book was also translated into Latin (Leiden, 1644), and

half a century later into Yiddish (Frankfurt on Main, 1698). A few
paragraphs of the general history (i.e. the second part of the book), covering the

years 1240 to 1454, were translated also into German by Gutmann Klemperer
(Prague, 1890). A Czech translation by Jirina Sedinovâ is in preparation.

The first part of the book contains a chronological list of selected Biblical

figures from the beginning of humanity, which is based on Seder 'Olam

Kabbah.3 It continues with a list of selected people from the second Temple
period, Mishnaic and Talmudic times as well as the period of the Geonim
and the Middle Ages (based on Sefer ha-Qabbalah written by Abraham Ibn
Daud ha-Levi in 11604), up to the author's time. As to the people selected

from Medieval times, the author added some details on their personalities
and works. In that section, he also inserted brief descriptions of several
historical events that were of interest to him.

The second, much more comprehensive part of the book is dedicated to
the rulers of the four kingdoms: Babylonia, Persia, Greece, and the Roman

Empire and its successors in Christian Europe until his time. In this part, the

author paid special attention not only to historical events and several leading
figures, but also mentions some climatic and astronomical phenomena that
occurred in his time, and explained their astrological significance.

Judaica Bohemiae 8 (1972), pp. 3-15; JIRINA SEDINOVÂ, "Czech History as

reflected in the Historical Work by David Gans," in: Judaica Bohemiae 8 (1972),

pp. 74-83; JIRINA Sedinovâ, "Old Czech Legends in the Work of David Gans

(1592)," in: Judaica Bohemiae 14/2 (1978), pp. 89-112; BeN-Zion DECANI,
"mkj ni '-i5 "717 nau'ti 5îoiî" rfrmi rrainm rmwnn 5© rtnnn," in: ira (Zion)
45 (1980), pp. 173-200 ; Reuven Michael, 7i? ononna nmrrn rmraovin nrrron
nttnnn nvn, Jerusalem 1993, pp. 72-83; ANDRÉ NehÉR, Jewish Thought and the

Scientific devolution of the Sixteenth Century: David Gans (1541 -1613) and his Times,

Oxford 1986; ABRAHAM MELAMED, "A Legitimating Myth: Ashkenazic Thinkers

on the Purported Jewish Origins of Philosophy and Science," in: Jahrbuch
des Simon-Dubnow-lnstituts 8 (2009), pp. 304-308; GAD FREUDENTHAL, "Dossier:

Georg Alter (1891-1972) on David Gans (1541-1613)," in: Aleph 11

(2011), pp. 56-59; DANIEL LASKER, "The Karaites Reception of David Gans'

Work," in: Judaica Bohemiae 51/1 (2016), pp. 149-159.
3 See: Chaim Joseph Milikowsky, xinai btps ,rra7a ninna no, 2 vols. Je¬

rusalem 2013.

4 See: GERSON DAVID COHEN (ed.), Sefer ha-Qabbalah (The book of Tradition) by

Abraham Ibn Daud. A Critical Edition with a Translation and Notes, Philadelphia,
PA 1967 [London 21969],
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In the fürst part of his book, the author recounted some historical events
from 16th century Jewish life, but few of them only are related to Bohemia
and Moravia. These events are also described, briefly but accurately, in a

contemporary Hebrew Chronicle from Prague, which I have published in its

original language in Jerusalem in 1984.5 An English version of the chronicle

came out in 1993,6 followed in 2013 by a Czech translation.7

A few words about the Hebrew Chronicle-. The author of the Hebrew Chronicle.,

an anonymous Prague resident, wrote his book in Ashkenazi Hebrew

typical of that time and place. Virtually nothing is known about the author
himself: neither his family's identity, nor his profession, nor his cultural

baggage. All that is known, is that he lived in Prague at the turn of the sixteenth

to the seventeenth century and was an eyewitness of various contemporary
events in Prague. Very recently, Alexander Putik of the Jewish Museum in
Prague attributed the Hebrew Chronicle to two authors assuming that the two
authors were the communal scribes who recorded special events that
happened in Bohemia in general, and in Prague in particular. The first one is

identified as Petahya b. Joseph Sofer who recorded the events of the period
from 1389 to 1581 (entries 1-65). The other one is identified as Abraham

Joseph Yekutiel Kaufmann (Kafmann) SeGaL (Ha-Levi) who authored the
records of the years 1598 to 1611 (entries 66-76).8

The Hebrew Chronicle is arranged in chronological order. The entries

begin with the year in question and, then, recount events related to Bohemian

Jewry. Despite the natural emphasis on Jewish matters, the Hebrew

Chronicle also sheds ample light on general events. Interspersed among the

entries, we find information concerning Bohemian kings and Habsburg
Holy Roman Emperors, starting with the year 1471. Thus, the author
mentions, inter alia, major events of the history of the kings and emperors,
beginning with Charles V (1500/1520—1555) and ending with Rudolf II
(1552/1576—1608) and his brother Matthias (1557/1612—1619).

5 Abraham David (ed.), r'^n rwnn rrwia jxisa rmnx? npnro, Jerusalem 1984.

6 ABRAHAM DAVID (ed.), M Hebrew Chroniclefrom Prague, c. 1615, transi, by LEON

JUDAH WEINBERGER with Dena OrdAN (most of the translation work has

been done by D. Ordan), Tuscaloosa / London 1993.

7 ABRAHAM David (ed.), Anonymnl hebrejskâ kronika £ ranênovovëké Prahy, transi,

by MARKÉTA PNINA RUBESOVÄ, Praha 2013. The Czech edition has been
reviewed by ALEXANDER Putik in: Judaica Bohemiae 47/2 (2013), pp. 129-137.

8 PUTIK, Review (note 7), pp. 133-134, 136-137.
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In this study we will discuss four traumatic events that befell the Bohemian

Jews between 1541 and 1560, and are recorded in Tsemah David, in The

Hebrew Chroniclefrom Prague as well as in other sources. Tsemah David and the
Hebrew Chronicle are similar in their content, but the latter tells the stories in
shorter versions. Additional details completing the picture can be obtained
from other Hebrew sources. Their reliability is well attested by Bohemian
KoyalDocuments, which have been collected and analysed by the two scholars
Gottlieb (Bohumil) Bondy (1832—1907) and Franz Dworsky (Frantisek
Ivan Dvorsky) (1839—1907).9

I. Tixpulsionfrom Bohemia in 1541 /2
The first Bohemian expulsion dates from 1541 following an edict of Ferdinand

I (1503—1564), at that time king of Bohemia and Hungary (1526) and

king of Croatia (1527), who later became Holy Roman Emperor (1558—

1564). David Gans writes:

iV75n .myaan m ym xPi ,p"d5 it>"x mm nnya nna Pan vn mhnn mm mmü>
pba DTnrm [...] .nrn snn mnn nx nmaw anx max1? mmmn 5yi manm 'jm by

rnwy awn mxm Tsa pi ,nma mabaa ammn ba nx unn nyn rmibn mam ,nma
bwa pnxn ay babi pbab maria ,naw mba ara maya ma1 nnxb px .mna iaib mirnx
amx bx lauzm [...] miimn by aie nm tx ,ammn by aay ppwan nbnun ryrn nmn 'a

Anbmnna ambia bxi

There were many large conflagrations throughout Bohemia in the year [5]301
[1541], [set by] an unknown arsonist. The shepherds and the Jews were
denounced, the people saying, "You committed this evil." [B]ecause of the
accusations of the people, Ferdinand, king of Bohemia, expelled the Jews from the
entire kingdom of Bohemia, allowing only ten [Jewish] men to remain in Prague
temporarily. But after a short time, within less than a year, the king and the

people discovered on whose account this misfortune had come upon them,
and realizing that the Jews had been accused falsely, spoke favourably of them

[...] and [the Jews] returned to their country and birthplace as before.11

On this event we learn from the Hebrew Chronicle-.

9 Gottlieb (Bohumil) Bondy / Franz Dworsky (Frantisek Dvorsky),
Zur Geschichte der Juden in Böhmen, Mähren und Schlesien von 906 bis 1620, 2 vols.

Prague 1906. Its Czech version K historii Zidâ v Cechâch, na Moravëa v Sle^sku.
906 1620, was published in Prague in the same year.

10 Breuer (ed.), m mu (note 1), p. 139.

11 Translation by Dena Ordan in the introduction to DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle

(note 6), p. 11.
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mira pi ,is"id no nxira K*7i ,Qrrs mna ^22 train n"T o'imi iban hot p"dV n"w
12.rf7»rp n"ïïa n-pmn a"nxi dtd ^2

[The year 5]301 [1541] King Ferdinand, may he be exalted, expelled [the Jews]
from all the cities of Bohemia, and here in Prague only ten [Jewish]
householders remained. Subsequently, he allowed them to return, with the help of
God.13

The expulsion edict was issued by King Ferdinand on September 12th, 1541,
after massive pressure exercised by the civilian people of Bohemia who
accused the Jews and poor shepherds of causing massive burnings around the

country in the summer of 1541 (as we will see below). The last day for the

Jews to stay in Bohemia was April 23th, 1542.14

Both sources have preserved the account about ten householders who
were permitted to stay in Prague after the expulsion. From the Bohemian

Royal Documents, we learn that the king allowed fifteen Jews to remain in
Prague for one year to take care of the Jewish property in the Jewish quarter
of the town.15

This event is also reflected by two other sources, which neither are

dependent on each other nor do rely on the above mentioned sources:

1. The first one is the memoirs of Joseph (Josel[man]) of Rosheim (in
Alsace, c. 1480-1554), written around the middle of the 16th century, was a

communal leader in Alsace and beyond, who in the first half of the 16th

century served his brethren in the German territories of the Holy Roman

Empire as diplomat, advocate and intercessor.16 Joseph of Rosheim left
reports about his diplomatic activities. As we can learn from them, he was

12 David (ed.), rrans? npmiD (note 5), no. 51, p. 12.

13 DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 51, pp. 44-45. Czech version: DAVID
(edi),Anonymnihebrejskâ kronika (note 7), no. 51, pp. 83, 118-119.

14 On the documents related to this expulsion, see: BONDY-DwORSKY, Geschichte

der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 459-471, pp. 336-343. On the expulsion and its

background, see: Samuel Steinhartz, "1541 nrrai arran mm ram," in: yrx
IZioti) 15 (1950), pp. 70-92; J. HERMAN, "The Conflict between Jewish and non-
Jewish Population in Bohemia before the 1541 Banishment," in: Judaica Bohe-

miae 6 (1970), pp. 39-54; CHAVA FrAENKEL-GoldSCHMIDT, The Historical

Writings ofJoseph ofRosheim, Leiden 2006, pp. 249-256, 332-334.

15 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 467, pp. 341-
342; STEINHARTZ, ram (note 14), p. 88.

16 On him see: SELMA STERN, Josel von Rosheim, Stuttgart 1959; SELMA STERN, josel,

ofRosheim, Commander ofJeivry in the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation,
Philadelphia 1965; CHAVA FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, Historical Writings ofJoseph
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also deeply involved in making this expulsion not happen, as he himself
relates and explained how he tried to no avail that the decree be cancelled,
as he writes:

73 ttn-ui [...] 3.S1D p"pi DTP'S h'737 td "73 77:1 'mna '7"7 i'77 ma p"D*7 3"ty nira
1K7D p"pD 7ra3 '*7y3 'edx 7ne> ny '7X*7 7X3 Titrai '3x3 '37 rnssn 'D *7yi 1*773 *7y 73311

*7"a> TPtoty Trat iv [•••] 'tvsi 'iryi my *77733 'rp ara 3X7i ,n"m 7*733 td 31*73*7

17.'lD'733 1331 1371 "7133*7 ''337 77T17W

In the year [5]302 [1542] the attribute of justice was outstretched against the
[Jews] of Bohemia and the holy community of Prague [...] and a bitter, hasty
exile above all. In response to mass appeals, I joined my comrades in misfortune,
men of action in the holy community of Prague in their appeal to the king, may
he be exalted, and I was finally privileged to witness sons returning to their country,

increasing in number and rebuilding what had been destroyed.18

2. The second source is Joseph ha-Kohen, the famous 16th century historian
and physician from northern Italy. In his comprehensive historiographie
work 7371717 1X3101X rP31 3D7U '3*70*7 D'3'3 '737 (History ofthe French Monarchj and
the Ottoman Sultanate),19 he records this event, as follows:

nK'»'Ki3 ri3'7»a ''7irrn 3x W73'i 17'07*73 nan '3sa ,3'3*7X3i 73*733 3X'3'xi3 ytyon rx
3X'17*713 *7X 13*7'1 ,p"S*7 3"tl> 77X tt>733 m*73y3 Dtl>3 iyO'1 ,D77 D'3'3 713*737 7'y 37X7D31

*?y 173S3'77'S 1*73 3TO"1 D'3'*7 '7'7 [...] 37n '3*7 1317 D'377 1773 D'37 1713'! OW 13E"1

20.3*7'n73D 077*713 *7X1 D3J7K *7X D'37 131tt"l ,D3'W3*7 ''717'7 *7S7 313 737'1 17TO77 1X03

of Kosheim (note 14); CHAVA FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT (ed.), Joseph ofRosheim,

73p37 730 (Sefer ha-Miknah), Jerusalem 1970.

17 See: CHAVA FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, D"710D'7 D'ono ,D"70i73 idt'7, Jerusa¬
lem 1996, pp. 304-305. This account is discussed ibid, pp. 230-236.

18 See: FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, Historical Writings ofJoseph ofKosheim (note 14),

pp. 332-334. For a discussion of this account, see: ibid, pp. 249-256. Translated
by Dena Ordan, see: DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), p. 10-11.

19 A short survey of his life and writings is given by DAVID ARIE GROSS (ed.), 101'

77177 1X31Ü1X 7'3 '0*731 3D7Ï '0*73*7 D'3'7 '737 730 ,1707, 3 ptS. Jerusalem 1955, pt. Ill,
introduction, pp. 3-26, 75-93; ABRAHAM DAVID, inin nnyoo 11'7100'0, Jerusalem
2004; ABRAHAM David, "Joseph ha-Cohen and his Negative Attitude toward
R. Meir Katzenellenbogen (Maharam Padova)," in: SHLOMO SlMONSOHN /
JOSEPH SHATZMILLER, The Italia Judaica Jubilee Conference, Leiden 2013, pp. 59-
68; MARTIN JACOBS, Islamische Geschichte injüdischen Chroniken (Texts and Studies

in Medieval and Early Modern Judaism, vol. 18), Tübingen 2004, pp. 82-
108, 185-220.

20 Joseph ha-Kohen, 77177 ix3ioix n'o '0*731 no7ï '0*73*7 D'3'3 tot (History of the

French Monarchy and the Ottoman Sultanate), pt. II, Sabbioneta 1554, fol. 268r-268v.
The same paragraph with some differences and lacunas is included in Joseph
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Then Bohemia sinned against its king and its God, expelling the Jews from
Bohemia and the royal city of Prague in those days because of the wrath of the
Lutherans. [The Jews] departed from there on carriages in the month of Adar
of the year [5]302 [March 1542]; they went to Poland and setded there. Many
died on the way and many were put to the sword [...] After a time Ferdinand
returned to his throne [...] and spoke well of the Jews [inviting] them to return,
and many returned to their land and birthplace as before.21

In addition to them, we have four more accounts, as pointed out by other

Jewish scholars. The first two of them rely on Joseph ha-Kohen's account:

1. Gedalya Ibn Yahya22 in his book Shalshelet ha-Qabbalahp and

2. the ex- Portuguese converso Samuel Usque (c. 1500—c. 1555), who in his

historical work Consolaçâo às tribulaçàes de Israel, written in Portuguese,
likewise refers to this event, as we can see in part III, paragraph 35.24

ha-Kohen's other book ronn pay ('Emeq ha-bakbah), see: KARIN AlmblADH
(ed.), Joseph Ha-Kohen, Sefer 'Emeq ha-bakha (The I 'ale ofTears) with the chronicle of
the anonymous Corrector (Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis — Studia Semitica Upsali-
ensia, vol. 5), Uppsala 1981, pp. 75-76. This paragraph from Emeq ha-bakha was
also discussed by STEINHARTZ, (note 14), pp. 89-90. To my opinion, Stein-
hartz's assumption that David Gans learned about this event from Emeq ha-

bakha is unacceptable.
21 Translated by Dena Ordan, see: DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), p. 10-

11. The Emeq ha-Bakha version was translated earlier by HARRY S. MAY, The

Vale of Tears (Emek Habakha), The Hague 1971, p. 81.

22 Gedalya Ibn Yahya, born in 1526 in Imola, northern Italy, was scion of a dis¬

tinguished Portuguese Jewish family. He served as Rabbi in several communities

in northern Italy and spent his last years in the city of Alessandria,
Piedmont, until his death in 1587. On him, especially, as an historian, and his writings,

see: ABRAHAM DAVID, frCTT pN rrVn bur ,D-UT-TO0,nn PhD dissertation,

Jerusalem, The Hebrew University 1976; ABRAHAM DAVID, "Gedalia Ibn
Yahya, auteur de Shalshelet ha-Qabbalahf in: Revue des Etudes Juives 153 (1994),

pp. 101-132. On his family, see: Abraham David, rrttPia *CTT> px nnsira"

px rpVn "?ti> vma^n 's bv maw-awn nxan pio mtw-tmnn nxnn 3a> ynnxn -nawna

"X"ir, in: Italia, XXIII (2015), pp. 15-39 (Heb. Section).
23 See: Gedalia Ibn Yahya, rfapn (Shalshelet ha-Qabbalah), Ms. Moscow, Rus¬

sian State Library, Ginzburg collection 652, fol. 213r. An abbreviated version
can be found in the printed edition, Venice 1587, fol. 117r.

24 Editioprinceps Ferrara 1553. A facsimile edition of Samuel Usque's Consolaçâo äs

Tribu/açoes de Israel, Ediçào de Ferrara, 1553, containing two introductory studies
by Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi (1932-2009) and José Vitorino de Pina Martins
(1920—2010), the editor of the edition, has been published in Lisbon in 1989.
A (partial) English translation of the work (third dialogue) was prepared by
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3. The third additional source worth to be mentioned here is a nrrbD (Selihah,

Penitential prayer) composed by Abraham ben Avigdor from Prague, which
begins with the words: npîP pnr 'p^K ,nrrON NIX.25

4. The fourth is an elegy by Jacob b. El'azar Ulma, which begins with the
words: pr1?!? •mm TV IT'S "ISP.26

From these first four Hebrew sources as well as from Royal Documents we
learn that the Jews returned after a short time.27 David Gans, but not the
author of the Hebrew Chronicle, mentions that the return was allowed after
the king became aware that the accusation against the Jews was false.

As to the background of the accusation, we have found different
explanations. According to David Gans and Joseph ha-Kohen as well as to the

Royal Documents, the accusation against the Jews was based on acts of arson
committed by Jews in various parts of Bohemia.28 Samuel Usque points to
the blood libel,29 but this explanation has no support in general or Jewish

sources, making its accuracy doubtful. Other contributing factors were
intense pressure in various counties in Bohemia to move out the Jews, and the
often repeated accusation ofJewish aid to the Ottoman Turks in their military

GERSHON I. GELBART, A Consolation for the Tribulations of Israel, PhD dissertation,

New York 1964, pp. 404-406. Another English edition has been done a

year later by MARTIN A. COHEN, Samuel Usque's Consolationfor the Tribulations of
Israel, Philadelphia, PA 1965 (21977), pp. 212-213. For a French edition of Samuel

Usque's book with Yosef Hayim Yerushalmi's abovementioned study and

updating annotations by Carsten L. Wilke, see: Consolation aux Tribulations d'Israël,

Paris 2014, document in question on pp. 421-422, 582-583. - Samuel Usque
mistakenly dated the decree to the year 1306. Cf. also Joseph ha-Kohen's account.

25 This Selihah repeatedly has been published in editions of Prague Penitential

prayers, see: ISRAEL DAVIDSON, BVSm rrvwn im, 4 vols. New York 1924, vol. I,
p. 279, no. 6111. It has been published in a German translation by LEOPOLD

ZUNZ, Die Synagogale Poesie des Mittelalters, Berlin 1855 (Frankfurt am Main
21920; reprint Hildesheim 1967), p. 57. Some verses in English translation have
been published by FrAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, Historical Writings of Joseph of
Rosheim (note 14), pp. 253-255.

26 Published by YEHUDA LAIB BlALER, D'tm p, 3 vols. Jerusalem 1967, vol. I:
q'btsi t nro nsn, pp. 63-69.

27 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 472, pp. 343-
344, no. 478, p. 346; FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, Historical Writings ofJoseph of
Rosheim (note 14), pp. 253, 255-256.

28 See: STEINHARTZ, ©m (note 14), pp. 83, 89-91. However, in the Hebrew Chron¬

icle, no reason is given for that expulsion.
29 COHEN, Samuel Usque's Consolation (note 24).
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engagement with Ferdinand.30 Salo W. Baron (1895—1989) thinks that the
accusation was probably based on anti-Semitic feelings that the king inherited
from his grandparents, the Catholic monarchs Ferdinand II of Aragon
(1452/1474—1516) and Isabella I of Castile and Leon (1451/1474—1504) who
ordered the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492.31 Recently, it has been

suggested that Ferdinand's true motive for the expulsion was his fear that a

continued Jewish presence in Bohemia would enhance the already strong
influence of the Jews on radical Protestant sectarian movements, like the

Anabaptists and Sabbatarians, who had many followers in Moravia and Bohemia,32

as mentioned also in the Hebrew Chronicle,33

This view finds support in Joseph ha-Kohen's account: ruOïPN'Q yWDD TN

ruN"iD»T nN^Nin nnaa 'virrn m umn i-poibn nan nsa .rrnbNm rohaa "Then
Bohemia sinned against its king and its God, because of the wrath of the
Lutherans, and they expelled the Jews from the country of Bohemia and [the

royal city of] Prague."

II. An Edict ofexpulsion from Bohemia in 1559

Between the years 1559 and 1560 a series of traumatic events occurred in
Bohemia as we can learn from Royal Documents. On July 23rd, 1558,34 an edict

of expulsion from there was issued to be implemented until April 23rd,

1559.35 Another edict of mass expulsion from Bohemia was issued by the

30 STEINHARTZ, WIT! (note 14), pp. 85, 91. The same accusation against the Jews
in the Habsburg Empire, dated to 1529, is recorded in the Hebrew Chronicle, see:

David (ed.), may npuvo (note 5), no. 34, pp. 9, 37-38; David (ed.), Hebrew

Chronicle (note 6), no. 34, pp. 37-38; DAVID (ed.), Anonymnl hebrejskâ kronika

(note 7), no. 34, pp. 78,114-115; FrAENKEL-Goldschmidt, Historical Writings

ofJoseph of Rosheim (note 14), pp. 172-176, 321, see also: SALO WlTTMAYER

BARON, A Social and Religious History ofthe Jews, 18 vols. Philadelphia, PA 21952-

1983, vol. XIII (1969), pp. 258-262, 444-446.
31 See: BARON, A Social and Religions History (note 30), pp. 446-447, note 63.

32 See: STEINHARTZ, ©m (note 14), p. 79; HERMAN, "The conflict" (note 14),

pp. 41-45; FRAENKEL-GOLDSCHMIDT, Historical Writings ofJoseph of Rosheim

(note 14), p. 251.
33 David (ed.), nnas npana (note 5), no. 30, pp. 8, 35-36; David (ed.), Hebrew

Chronicle (note 6), no. 30, pp. 32-33; DAVID (ed.), Anonymnl hebrejskâ kronika
(note 7), no. 30, pp.77, 112.

34 Shortly after, i.e. after the death of his brother Charles V on September 21st,

1558, he was crowned as Emperor of the Reich.
35 BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte derJuden (note 9), vol. I, pp. 430-431, no. 590. See

also: BARON, A Social and Religious History (note 30), vol. XIV (1969), pp. 158, 363.
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same emperor on August the 27th, 1559,36 but its implementation delayed.
From both, the Tsemah David and the Hebrew Chronicle as well as from Joseph
ha-Kohen it seems that the second edict was fully observed, but shortly
after the Bohemian Jews were permitted to return to their homes, as we will
see below. David Gans writes about it:

"IWX ,HÎOD Ty HD T7I "TC>X D'TITH 5D V'T Dllimi "la'pn flNÖ NX1 rUWD

rroba inx wx inw] n5i ima^aa nmrrn 5d unarm mDba -im xx1 ht main
TIBD] D'a^ 1D1N N5 "IN .DTI3 'bya TVV D'OXM D,B,17 TlXUtt JX")D HD pa ,03X3
nhmroD nrinnN 5ni dxbn 5n man mbeA nrf? xipi nam ammn by -impn 'am

37.nin mm iy ntnb mby nwi
In the year [5]319, the Emperor Ferdinand became enraged with the Jews that
were in the city of Prague, and as a result, a royal decree was issued and all the

Jews were expelled from his kingdom, and not one Jew remained in the whole
kingdom of Bohemia. Only in Prague, twelve householders remained for a

short time. Not long afterwards, the compassion of the Emperor was stirred

on behalf of the Jews. He pardoned them, and called to them in peace to return
to their land and their property as in former times, and they dwelled there in
security until this day.

A similar description of this traumatic event can be found in the Hebrew

Chronicle-.

38.ama 'bya 3"' pi 3nid hd nxiîu xbi ,d;td rmna ban urn n'byn ntyyi mn ,p"Db

[5]319 [1559]. Due to our iniquities, there was another decree expelling [the
Jews] from all the cities of Bohemia, and here, in Prague, twelve [Jewish]
householders only remained.39

In those two sources we see more or less the same details. As we see also

the same description has been done by Joseph ha-Kohen:

mxa iznbizn nicy ywn men rwrnxia mabaa mmnm riN impn nixnmD cnm
iaem .jmxa rrnxw nnb mxem .qbxi mxa ram mwam yam mtc xm ,mDbx nwam

40.DD-nb nbn anxeum .mm mnxnD mxma

36 BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte derJuden (note 9), vol. I, pp. 421-424, nos. 582-583.

37 Breuer (ed.), in rros (note 1), p. 141.

38 David (ed.), irnay np'ira (note 5), no. 52, p. 14.

39 DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 52, p. 46.

40 GROSS (ed.), D'an nx? -iso .pan IDT (note 19), pt. Ill, p. 59. A slightly different
version is found in the British Library manuscript Ms. Or. 3656 (see p. 386

below). The same paragraph in ALMBLADH (edI), Joseph Ha-Kohen, Sefer 'Emeq
ha-bakha (note 20), p. 90.
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In the year 5319 [1559], the Emperor Ferdinand I, expelled the Jews from the

Kingdom of Bohemia. Yet, he permitted a remnant to stay in Prague where
about two hundred families remained. The others were forced to emigrate.41

From the first two texts, we learn that after the expulsion twelve
householders remained in Prague. The Royal Documents mention "ten to twelve
householders".42 According to Joseph ha-Kohen, however, no less than two
hundred Jewish householders remained in Prague; that means that certainly
not all Jews were expelled from Prague.

A brief description of this event can also be found in another contemporary

Hebrew chronicle, which was composed by an anonymous corrector
of Joseph ha-Kohen's 'Emeq ha-bakhah. It is appended to the printed
editions of 'Emeq ha-bakhah,43 Here we read:

prroha ns ham miasm rurmitm qwx nmrrn ris œm"? "icrpn imxriTD wpm
ihsmn msns -aun1 cm ,nrn ~mn by vis1?» pnnn1? cnin'n •Dhv ,nn imn by sntai
mat»? roN n5i mwp nnx -imv [...] nxra mtpy1? nnh mr s1? ^ i^sha wpm ,vhn
pnyimm 1173 m I1? "lYinh nns ma bun ws nvs'ssn bx mirrn inhtmi.[...]

44.7dn atz; Kb nsT ham ,p t2?yn

Emperor Ferdinand [T]45 now wished to expel all the Jews living in Bohemia,
Prague and all the other cities in his empire; and he had already sworn to do so,
when the Jews appeared before him and presented a petition. The Jews of Prague

prostrated themselves before him and asked that he not do them any harm

[...]. He turned at them furiously and refused to listen to them [...]. Thereupon,
the Jews sent a message to Pope Pius IV,46 asking him to find the motive behind
the Emperor's decision and to absolve him from this oath and solemn promise.
This he did, but despite all this, the Emperor's ire was not quieted, and he still
held up his hand.47

41 Translated by MAY, The Vale ofTears (note 21), pp. 96-97.

42 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte derJuden (note 9), vol. I, no. 594, p. 434.

43 The corrector's text is preserved in a manuscript in the Bodleian Library, Ox¬

ford (Ms. Opp. Add. Qu. 180). On it, see: ALMBLADH (edI), Joseph Ha-Kohen,

Sefer 'Emeq ha-bakha (note 20), introduction, pp. 31-32, 36; edition of the text
ibid, pp. 98-125. English translation in MAY, The Vale of Tears (note 21),

pp. 106-138.
44 ALMBLADH (ed), Joseph Ha-Kohen, Sefer 'Emeq ha-bakha (note 20), p. 98.

45 May mistakenly calls him "II", see the next note below.
46 Pope from 1559 to 1565. On his positive attitude to the Papal States Jews at

that time, see: ISAIAH Sonne, 'wann DVD ts Tmn lVnssa, Jerusalem 1954,

pp. 165-175.
47 MAY, The Vale ofTears (note 21), pp. 106-107.
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From this paragraph we learn that a delegate of the Prague Jewish
community went to the emperor's palace for pleading before Ferdinand to
revoke the expulsion edict, but the emperor refused to do so. Then the
Bohemian Jews sent another delegate, this time to Pope Pius IV in Rome

requesting from him to intercede and demand to annul the emperor's
edict.48 The Pope, however, tried in vain to convince him to change his

mind.
On the other hand, David Gans reports that shortly after the expulsion

the emperor changed his mind and allowed the Bohemian Jews to return to
their homes.

Though the implementation of the expulsion edict is reported in four
independent Flebrew sources, there are no evidence of the expulsion of the

Jews in the extant Royal Documents related to that year (1559). Meticulous
examination of the Royal Documents, however, seems to indicate that it was
Ferdinand's son Maximilian and his wife, who successfully delayed the

implementation of the edict until 1561.49

Furthermore, following the entry on the year 1559 in the Hebrew Chronicle,

two events that occurred in the intervening years and are recounted in
the Chronicle,50 suggest that the Jews indeed remained in Bohemia until the

year 1561.51 On the expulsion of the Jews in that year, the Hebrew Chronicle

reports:

48 According to a note of Solomon b. Mordechai Katz, publisher of the first edi¬

tion of Tsemah David (Prague 1592), his father Mordechai Tsemah Katz was
head of the Jewish community of Prague and delegate to the Emperor and to
the Pope, see: BREUER (ed.), 717 nau (note 1), p. 141. - His activities as intercessor

of the Jewish community of Prague are mentioned also in the inscription of
his tombstone, quoted by HEINRICH GRAETZ, Geschichte der]uden von den ältesten

Zeiten bis auf die Gegenwart, 11 vols. Leipzig 31891, vol. IX, p. 366, note 1. —

Hebrew version: Viatt" 'a1 nn, transi, (from German) by Shaul Pinhas Rabinowitz,
9 vols. Warshe [Warsaw] 1902, vol. VII, p. 266, note 2.

49 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 611, pp. 449-
451. Evidence for the cancellation of the expulsion decree of 1559 we also have

found in the Hebrew source preserved in the testimony of the publisher of
Tsemah David, which is mentioned above in note 48. From it, we can learn that
the Pope indeed successfully convinced the emperor to revoke the decree.

50 They will be discussed below.
51 This view was held by GRAETZ, Geschichte derJuden (note 48), vol. IX, pp. 364-

366; BERNHARD Brilling, "Eine Eingabe der böhmischen Judenheit von
Jahre 1560," in: Zeitschriftfür Geschichte der Juden in der Tschechoslowakei 5 (1938),

pp. 59-62; BARON, A Social and Religious History (note 30), vol. XIV, pp. 158-

159, 363. In any case, Joseph ha-Kohen tells us that the emperor's decree of
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inp5i dits mr^aa ixm in [...] ams nnaa 7dv nstmn [maj^a] nu p"sb n"de>

ymx nr 5m ,p"d5 3"d^ mmoh mma or pa nms mnaa is/on tpoi3 nasi [...] nmn
^.-itmp cum '"v

[5]321 [1561] — There was an evil royal decree [requiring] forced conversion [of
the Jews] in the cities of Bohemia [...] or their departure from the kingdom of
Bohemia, and taking much [...] they withstood the temptation [to convert],
leaving the cities of Bohemia between Yom Kippur and Sukkot in [5] 322
[September 1561].53

On the one hand, we thus can conclude that the royal decree concerning
the expulsion of the Jews from Bohemia, issued in 1559, apparently was not
implemented in that year, but delayed until 1561. On the other, we may not
overlook or even ignore the significance of the four Hebrew sources that
contradict this conclusion. But, how to explain this paradox and reconcile
the contradicting reports, still remains a question with no answer.

III. Conflagration in the Jewish quarter ofPrague on June 22nd, 1559

In 1559, shortly after the expulsion edict was issued, the Jewish quarter was

severely damaged: Fire broke out in the Jewish neighbourhood in Prague,
thus illustrating the further deteriorating situation of the Jews. David Gans
and the author of the Hebrew Chronicle as well as Joseph ha-Kohen mention
this traumatic event. David Gans laconically writes:

54.nara -im nrnw nro mra n"y id-ibui mmmn mma m nxs1 mnn nyn

At that time,55 a fire broke out in the Judengasse (Jews' Street), and seventy-two
houses were burnt down on the 17th day of the month of Tammuz.

The Hebrew Chronicle gives some additional details:

mmn n"n n'hsn mi ,mm 3"y iîcid no is-iimi nmmn mma nsmtp mn ,p"s5
56.ti>m:i hrnm natsn ntzw n"iya noura ,nann om nyaty nr mm ,hd-i^

[5]319 [1559] — Due to our iniquities, there was a fire in the Judengasse (Jews'
Street) here in Prague, in which seventy-two houses were consumed by the
flames, as well as the Hochschul. This occurred on the 17th of Tammuz

1559 did not stipulate a total expulsion; he writes: "He permitted a remnant to
stay in Prague where about two hundred families remained."

52 David (ed.), rn-os? npara (note 5), no. 56, p. 14.

53 David (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 56, p. 48-49.
54 Breuer (ed.), m nas (note 1), p. 141.

55 In the year [5]319, i.e. 1559.

56 David (ed.), mas npmra (note 5), no. 53, p. 14.
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[22 June]. A woman named Freidel Niches perished in the fire as well due to
our iniquities.57

Still more details can be found in the writings ofJoseph ha-Kohen:

.yn ,dyq n^co m5m mwn mrnn tz/x xxm nan tznrî? nr ntyy nyara mm

mxta crana nrr'iy avn "in loam -pyn Va mnm .in» mm na'atyn ran nab Vym

Tin 5n Dtiian» an .awo^ int p pa1? ima nmrrm ,aV?w rix inpn ,any

to'to p ,OPim itama yatzm pa^aiyn anyny bym .xph mnain nya nsnwn
rux-isa ny natiri> nmrrn hx nnn p nrix nm .nDian nyym pm n»yi pn nopn

58.nnnx a1»1

A fire broke out in Jews' Street \Judengasse\ on June 22nd (17th of Tammuz), and
in a short time, some sixty houses burned down so that the flames rose up to
the Heavens. The whole town was in an uproar and the populace stormed

against the Jews like bears and wolves of the night and took all their possessions;

the Jews fled, fearing for their lives. During that fateful event, several

women were also thrown into the fire and their cries went up to Heaven. When
Duke Ferdinand, the son of the Emperor,59 heard this, he hurried to the

scene, and acted as mediator, and turned the plunderers to flight, whereupon
the plague ceased. Later on, the Jews were permitted to remain in Prague for
a limit time.60

As all three sources confirm, dozens of houses in the Judengasse were
destroyed by fire on the 17th of Tammuz of that year. Whereas Joseph ha-

Kohen reports that "approximately sixty houses" were destroyed, according
to David Gans and the author of the Hebrew Chronicle, the loss amounted to

"seventy two houses". In addition to that, the Hebrew Chronicle discloses that
the Hochschul was consumed by the flames as well. Later it was rebuilt by
the philanthropist Mordechai Maisel.61 The author of the Hebrew Chronicle

57 DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 53, pp. 46-47.

58 Gross (ed.), avn mm IDO .pan pi1 (note 19), pt. Ill, p. 59; A slightly different
version is found in the British Library manuscript Ms. Or. 3656 (see p. 386

below). ALMBLADH (ed.), Joseph Ha-Kohen, Sefer 'Emeq ha-bakha (note 20), p. 90

(with some lacunae).
59 Ferdinand II (1529-1595), son of the Holy Roman Emperor Ferdinand I

(1503-1564) and Archduke of Further Austria and Tirol (1564) had good
connections with Prague, see: VÀCLAV BÜZEK, Ferdinand von Tirol gwischen Prag und

Innsbruck, Wien 2009.

60 Translated by May, The Vale of Tears, p. 97.

61 BREUER (ed.), in rroy (note 1), p. 146. Mordechai Marcus Meisel (1528-1601),
was the communal leader of the Prague Jewish community in the last quarter
of the 16th century. He donated a lot to the Jewish community. Probably, David
Gans was his protégé; he praises him as a great philanthropist, see: BREUER
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also stresses the loss of lives resulting from the conflagration, even
mentioning the name of a temale victim, and Joseph ha-Kohen adds: "several

women were also thrown into the fire".

IV. Confiscation ofJewish books in Prague in 1560

Royal documents indicate that in response to pressure from anti-Jewish
clerical circles, Ferdinand I ordered the confiscation ofjewish books in Prague

on March 13th, 1560. The books were sent to Vienna for inspection by
Church censors to find out whether there is any blasphemy in them against

Christianity/'2 The decree was implemented some three months later. In

August 1560 the emperor ordered that the books be loaded on two carriages
for returning to Prague, duty free.63 The final approval of this was given by
the emperor a few months later, on March 14th, 1561.64

From the three sources, we learn something about this decree. David
Gans notes:

v/yj 17?s? ta'îo ,m-icn irana inp'Pi urns p"p unrnpn ira ampn -nso 77 :oM,tr

crnaa» hpira anso ns? nVrsnn nno 77 m ruun nù'7sn» mw masa
7wx Tj ,ns 7yn nrou -ran ibbsrin crirnn ibuxti; isixn qtcn -py3 in5ntw nnso ni777

mra ni 77 rrm ,inp3 ivx anson 37 nmin ,ir3y i33s npuw -|3a3 Turin sninn
65_0"ny

[Year 5]319 [1559]: All holy books in our holy community, Prague, were
confiscated by royal permit, in consequence of the false accusation that we prayed
for the [non-Jews] harm. For this reason, all the prayer books, along with the

remaining books, weighing eighty talents, were sent to Vienna; therefore, even
the hagganim [cantors] had to pray from memory in the synagogue, until it
became clear and was made known to the king that the accusation was entirely
false. All the books were returned. This occurred in the year [5]319 11559].66

A shorter description of this event can be found in the Hebrew Chronicle, too;
it reads:

(ed.), 717 nax (note 1), pp. 146-147. - On him, see: DAVID KAUFMANN, "La
synagogue de Mardochée Maisei et Jacob Segré," in: Revue des Etudes juives 20-
21 (1890), pp. 143-145; Otto Muneles, hn7D7 pmyn mrrn pa^n-nua nuira,
Jerusalem 1988, pp. 265-268; RACHEL L. GreenblATT, To Tell Their Children,
Stanford 2014, pp. 25-29.

62 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 611, pp. 449-451.
63 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 619, p. 455.
64 See: BONDY-DWORSKY, Geschichte der Juden (note 9), vol. I, no. 622, p. 457.
65 Breuer (ed.), 717 nax (note 1), p. 141.

66 David (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), introduction, p. 12.
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tnrnm ,jk7D3 Kxmw mason bo np'b nvn n"m -imp D'jmi -|ban n^yi ,p"sb -|"o>

,"i31D t"3 mason bo? bptyam .pn a^yb mnbw ivo t"o 'o ova ,ns by nmon man ibbonn
67.iarnn masons oym .[nj^aica biob^o mn nn

[Year 5]320 [1560]: King Ferdinand, may he be exalted, was crowned
emperor.68 He ordered the confiscation of all the [Jewish] books in Prague, and
the ha^yanim [cantors] prayed from memory in the synagogue. On Monday,
the 16th of Sivan [10th of June] he sent [the books] to Vienna; their weight
was fifty-seven talents. This was the result of accusation by apostates, and

only a few books were returned.69

Joseph ha-Kohen writes on this case:

m- bKoimo dvd1? nrniKS mur ao>K ^nn mca bv'bo wk hin moiffK pan na© ai
sann nbsnn 'oso riK mi .nma tmnpn noo bo nx nuKosn inpv ,mmmn by mo mn
onto Kb o ,KTin nyo nrKvn aa>K pban nun bK mbiyo dikeh mbbiy lawn Kb ,ona
irram ,pban msn manab 'n mm 'n bK ipyri [...] TiKa mmmn nam .ano ntyv1 no

7".7k» nbvn mnbKb min im orrbK mason

In that year [5319 (1559)] an Ashkenazi apostate, a scoundrel — Judah from
Udine71 was formerly his name in Israel — went and spoke perversely of the

Jews. [In consequence] all the holy books in Prague were confiscated. They
demanded the prayer books as well, leaving no gleanings, taking [the books] on
carriages to the king's court which was situated in Vienna at that time. For, it
had not been specified what should be done to them, and the Jews were greatly
afeard [...]. They cried out to the Lord, and God made the king kindly disposed
to [the Jews], and the books were returned to them and they gave thanks to
God and expressed great joy.72

The background of this event is clarified by the Royal Documents, as we
mentioned above. The same explanation can be found in all three sources.
David Gans writes: DTU mbbsna UK® oaaKO irby ibby ao'KO "as a

consequence of the false accusation that we are praying for the [non-Jews'] bad

luck." The author of the Hebrew Chronicle says: [D]nawa biobn mn nn "This

67 David (ed.), mas? npmao (note 5), no. 54, p. 14.

68 Actuality, Ferdinand I mied the Holy Roman Empire from 1556, during the

lifetime of his brother Charles V, who died on September 21 1558.

69 DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 54, p. 47.

70 Gross (ed.), mam mm odd ,pon nor (note 19), pt. Ill, p. 60. A slightly different
version is found in the British Library manuscript Ms. Or. 3656 (see p. 386

below). The same paragraph is included joseph ha-Kohen's other work, see:

ALMBLADH (ed.), Joseph Ha-Kohen, Sefer 'Bmeq ha-bakha (note 20), pp. 90-91.
71 This is Udine in northern Italy, not Udena, as mistakenly spelled by the translator.
72 DAVID (ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), introduction, p. 12-13. The last twelve

words of the Hebrew text are not included in that translation.
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was the result of accusations put forward by apostates." And Joseph ha-
Kohen states that this edict was instigated by the incitements of the Ash-
kenazic apostate, Judah of Udine: by mo im1! mt£> htnwn nisi nmx» mil
"'"Tin^n "Judah of Udine, that was his formerly name in Israel, went and

spoke perversely of the Jews".
As to the quantity of confiscated books, both Prague sources likewise

differ from each other. Whereas David Gans speaks of "eighty talents",
the Hebrew Chronicle mentions "fifty-seven talents" only. In addition to
that, David Gans and Joseph ha-Kohen mistakenly date this event to the

year 1559, but the author of the Hebrew Chronicle correctly says that it
happened in the year 1560. Whereas all three sources confirm that the
confiscated books were returned to the Jewish community in Prague, the
author of the Hebrew Chronicle adds, however, that "Only a few books were
returned."

To sum up: In this article we focussed on four traumatic events that
occurred in the history of Bohemian Jewry in general, and in Prague in
particular, in the sixteenth century as reflected in the works of three
famous historians: David Gans, the anonymous author of the Hebrew Chronicle,

and Joseph ha-Kohen, the great historian from Italy. Though most of
the details are recounted rather laconically by those historians, they are
corroborated and can be verified by official documents preserved in the

royal archives. No doubt, that the Jewish community Pinkas ("minute
book"), which the Hebrew Chronicle73 refers to as one of its sources, was
also one of the sources, which David Gans drew upon in his Tsemah David.

Joseph ha-Kohen may have used some Bohemian sources as well, probably

written in Latin, but maybe also in Hebrew, sources, however, that are

unknown or did not survive and, thus, are no longer extant.

73 See: David (ed.), rmny npura (note 5), no. 70, p. 20: hkid ns mm opisn nnrun

"As recorded in the minute book of the Prague [Jewish] community", see: DAVID

(ed.), Hebrew Chronicle (note 6), no. 70, p. 58).
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Hebrew Chronicle from Prague

New York, Jewish Theological Seminary, Mic. 3849, fol. 9r
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